
COMMERCIAL RADIO STATION BUSINESS PLAN

Creuk Radio is a radio station for Christian Electronica music. Company Goals and Objectives: To become a
commercial radio station for.

Stations are becoming more format focused in an effort to increase core listenership. Typically, entertainment
media content is immune from general changes in the economy, as the content is provided for free, and if
people continue to listen to the program, the business will consistently be able to sell advertising space.
Oversight for the listening base of the radio station through third party advertising management. We intend to
be the only freelance radio station in the city to offer our services to local broadcasters of any size. Besides
being a good idea, it needs to be radiophonic. Hire appropriate talent. The economy in Statesville is based on
the oil and gas industry, which is very unstable. Our market strategy will be to advertise and capitalize on the
products and services that our competitors do not have. We will Avoid censorship wherever possible,
however, consideration shall be given to the audience; the context; the degree of explicitness; the propensity to
alarm, distress or shock; and the social importance of the event. We are in business to provide a service that is
second to none. Listeners Constant stream of music content that appeals to an independent music audience.
Build a large network of financial backers. It is vital that we spend a fair amount of time critiquing production
values. Programs that provide excellent opportunities for stations to seek and gain underwriting will be
attractive to stations. Mar A Employ one marketing assistant. We are about giving new, fresh talent a chance
to express their skills and to give them a platform to showcase their work Capital Community Radio Station is
an independent radio station that will provide local broadcasters the opportunity to create innovative and
groundbreaking projects that challenge, provoke and inspire. These channels are most appropriate initially
because we are seeking to gain recognition in the industry. Develop a radio station business plan. We will lure
our listeners to our "Local Theatre News" and our "Women Today" devotees will be invited to listen in to our
"Alternative Health" show. Although this trend toward more focused formats may limit carriage for particular
programs, such as specials and limited series, there is an opportunity to target messages to program
decision-makers more effectively. Marketing of our station is important! Radio Station, Inc. Good
management skills. Jun A Payment Days Maintain payment of bills, on average, to xx days. Capital
Community Radio Station will maintain an environment and structure that will encourage productivity and
respect for customers and fellow employees. We will conduct our business in a professional manner from our
methods and character to our standards and ethics. Through his expertise, he will be able to bring the
operations of the business to profitability within its first year of operations.


